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him, held out against him as long as possible. But at
length he had to yield.
Canning, on receiving the seals of office, announced
that it was his intention to continue the policy of Lord
Liverpool, and he hoped that all the members of the
old Cabinet would continue to serve under the new
management. Canning, however, totally lacked the
emulsifying qualities of Liverpool. He was, on the
contrary, an irritant and disintegrating acid. He could
not, like Liverpool, hold strong opinions without ex-
pressing them, or approve of a policy without pursuing
it. It was known that he believed in Catholic Emanci-
pation, in Free Trade, in Greek independence, in the
principle of nationality, and in many other things more
appropriate to a Radical than to an old-fashioned Tory.
Hence, for political—apart from acute personal—
reasons, Eldon, Wellington, Sidmouth, Bathurst, Mel-
ville, and—greatest blow of all—Peel refused to hold
office under him. Only such comparatively unknown
men as Robinson—made Viscount Goderich—Hus-
kisson, Bexley, and Palmerston consented to follow his
lead. The defection of the ultra-Tories compelled him
to seek an alliance with the Whigs. As the result of
much harassing negotiation, he at last succeeded in
drawing into his Ministry the Marquis of Lansdowne,
the Earl of Carlisle, and George Tierney.
What he would have done with his nondescript arrav
if .he had lived to drill it and lead it into action will
never be known, and cannot be imagined. Canning
himself was a mass of incompatible ideas; his Cabinet
was a congeries of antagonistic elements. It is difficult
to conceive that anything but chaos could have been
evolved. Nevertheless, Canning had the spark of
genius, and perhaps as Prime Minister he could have
clarified his own mind and have co-ordinated his
Cabinet. But we shall never know. For he held office
for but four months. He was very ill when he was
appointed; his illness was much aggravated by the dis-

